Triangle Pond

Waypoints:
- St Pauls and 12H/12 Gros Morne.

This map is not for navigation purposes. Please obtain the most current topographic map sheets 12H/13 Gros Morne National Park.
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Location Description
- plateau
- narrow bog
- game path
- rock outcrop
- top of rock slab
- waterfall
- Campsite: Western Brook Pond
- Gros Morne Mountain Trail
- Campsite: Hardings Pond
- Campsite: Little Island Pond
- top of gorge
- Campsite: Western Brook Pond
- ridge

UTM (Zone 21U)

444338m E / 5493808m N
444699m E / 5512866m N
442364m E / 5498286m N
449777m E / 5512197m N
454729m E / 5507890m N
455545m E / 5506764m N
444338m E / 5493808m N
446937m E / 5494497m N
453863m E / 5497462m N
455782m E / 5506005m N
444338m E / 5493808m N
446937m E / 5494497m N
453863m E / 5497462m N
455782m E / 5506005m N